
Teacher Math Helps:  Class 1

This packet is designed to aid in the teaching of mathematics, as a supplement to Primary Mathematics 1 
Teacherʼs Book (New Edition, The Jomo Kenyatta Foundation, reprinted 2008).  “TP” refers to the teacher 
page number in the teacher edition.  Pupil page refers to the page number of the pupilʼs book, in this 
same edition.  

Each of the 11 units includes the following: 

• Suggested anticipatory sets - an optional activity with which to begin the math lesson.  This might 
include a quick review of previous a previous math lesson, a warm up activity, or an attention-getter.  Itʼs 
purpose is to help get the pupils interested and ready for the dayʼs lesson. An anticipatory activity  is not 
an activity that TEACHES the lesson, simply one that READIES the pupils for the lesson. (Activities 
included in the teacher book are good ideas for during and/or after the lesson.  These are designed to 
help with the TEACHING of the lesson.)   (Note: not all lessons have an anticipatory set included.  This allows 

the teacher to be creative.) 

• A quick check - a very short problem from the dayʼs lesson, asked of the class AFTER the lesson.   Its 
purpose is to help assess the classʼs understanding of the concepts taught/covered in the lesson.  The 
quick check may be given to the class as a whole, orally, having pupils answer out loud. (The teacher 
may choose to call on several pupils to answer aloud, or may choose to ask pupils to quickly write their 
answers in their copy books.) The problem may also be written on the chalkboard.  It is important to 
keep this quick check just that… quick and easy for both the teacher and the pupil.  Once a teacher and 
class are practiced in this quick check, it will be fairly easy to know if the class as a whole understands, 
or if this topic needs revisiting.  It should also become evident which individual pupils understand, and 
which might need extra help.  

• Very Short Test (VST) - a short test at the end of each unit.  This quiz may be written on the chalkboard 
or given out loud.  The questions include problems from the current unit, to check for understanding, as 
well as problems from all previous units, to continue to hold pupils accountable for retention of all 
learning.  Correcting of this VST may be done by the teacher, or by pupils.  (An idea may be to have 
pupils exchange their copy books with each other, and correct as the teacher reads aloud the correct 
answers.)                                                       

• On the last page is an explanation of certain games and activities, including instructions and/or ideas.                    

Remember:  Teaching should be fun.  Learning should be fun, as well. We hope this helps!  Enjoy!  
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Unit 1: Pre-Numbers Activities                                                                                                                                                                         
TP(Teacherʼs page):  
 Anticipatory Set: 
                         Quick Check:
2 “I Spy” Game    - Round objects. (ex: ball, hoop from Pupilʼs page 1)
  Quick Check - Ask pupils to name something “round”
2 “I Spy Game    - Small objects (ex: shoe, hen)
  Quick Check - Ask pupils to name something “small”
2 “I Spy Game    - Large objects (ex: tree, building)
  Quick Check - Ask pupils to name something “large”
 
(Idea:  Frogs, Stars, Crayons, Color Match Game.  Borrow these sets from  Pangani Resource Center.  
Each set contains about 30 pieces, allowing for sorting, counting, shape and color recognition.Or, ask 
visiting teams to bring sets.)

Very Short Test (VST) Unit 1.
Ask pupils to raise their hand when they have an answer to the question.  Once you ask the question, 
wait several seconds, to allow pupils to think. Then, call on a pupil to answer.  
1.  What color is _____ (raise up or point to something RED)?
2.  (Draw two circles on the board.) What is ONE MORE than this?   (3) 
3.  (Draw four circles on the board.)  What is ONE LESS than this?  (3)
4.  Which group (the two circles or the four circles) has FEWER?  (the two circles)
5.  Name something round. 

Unit 2:  Numbers 1 to 5
(Idea:  Borrow the Roll and Write Dice set (or use any die) from the Resource Center.  Have pupils begin, 
simply, by rolling the die, and writing the number that they see on the top of the die.  As they become 
practiced with this, have them play: 
Roll and Write Skills: addition or subtraction or multiplication                                                                   
EQUIPMENT:  one die, pencil, paper    How to Play:  A pupil rolls the die, counts the dots, and writes 
down the number.  Next, the pupil rolls the dies again, counts the dots and writes the number, then adds 
the two numbers and writes the sum.  __ + __ = __   (you may also use this format for subtraction of 
multiplication) The next pupil does the same. )

TP   Anticipatory Set 
                         Quick Check
7 “Today we will be mathematics experts of the number one.”  Write “one” on the board. 
  Quick Check:  “Draw one of something.”  “Are we mathematical experts of the number 
  one?  Thumbs up if yes, thumbs down if more help is needed.”
8  “What might come in groups of two?”  (ex: shoes, eyes, ears)  Write “two” on the board.
  Quick Check:  Count out two of something.  (This can be as a whole class, asking for one  
  pupil to count out two counters, for example.  Or, it can be used to check the 
  understanding of individual pupils … as pupils leave the room for recess, or as each pupil 
  comes individually to the teacher.)
9 “Thus far, we have learned about two numbers. What are they?  (one and two)  Today weʼll learn 
 all about ONE more than TWO!  Are you ready?“  Write “three” on the board.
  Quick Check:  “Count out three of something.”
10 Play “SNAKE”  with counting 1,2,3.

Very Short Test (VST)  Units 1-2
(Be sure the pupils notice that this is a review of all the math theyʼve learned from the beginning of the 
year (units 1- 2).  Tell them that they should NOT just forget what they learned before, since they will be 
asked about each unit all through the year.  This helps pupils realize that math builds on what theyʼve 
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learned before, much like constructing a building.  Each day, the builders work on what was built the day 
before, they do not start from nothing.)
Ask pupils to raise their hand when they have an answer to the question.  Once you ask the question, 
wait several seconds, to allow pupils to think. Then, call on a pupil to answer. 
1. Hold two pencils in one hand, and three pencils in the other hand.  Ask, “Which hand has more?”
2. Hold one piece of chalk.  Ask, “How many?”      (one)
3. Hold three pieces of chalk.  Ask, “How many?”     (three) 
4. Write each of the the five numbers on the chalkboard.  Ask, “Which number is the number ʻfiveʼ?” 
5. Ask, “Which is the number ʻfourʼ?” 

Unit 3:  
TP   Anticipatory Set 
                         Quick Check
18 “Letʼs review what we know about our numbers! Letʼs count together: 1,2,3,4,5! Good.  Today 
 weʼre going to learn how these numbers can be USEFUL.” 
  Quick Check: Hold two pencils in one hand, and one pencil in another.  Ask, “How many 
  pencils do I have?”             (three, because 2 + 1 = 3) 
19 Ask five pupils to stand up.  Say, “Think in your mind how many pupils are standing, donʼt say it 
 out loud. Remember what you are thinking. Today we will learn different ways to tell how many 
 pupils are standing.”   (ie: 1+ 4; 2+3;  4+1)
  Quick Check:  Ask the same five pupils to stand.  “How many pupils are standing?  Tell 
  me in an addition sentence. Is it different from what you were thinking at the start of this 
  lesson?” 
20  Ask for a volunteer to tell the class what yesterdayʼs math lesson was about. 
  Quick Check:  “For todayʼs quick check, please show me your answer using your fingers.  
  Hold your hand close, under your chin, so that no one can see your answer but ME!  No 
  peeking at anyone elseʼs answers!”  Write on the chalkboard “2 +3 = “    (answer: 5)
21 Ask 3 pupils to stand.  Say, “Think in your mind how many pupils are standing.  Today we will 
 learn TWO different number sentences that are BOTH correct!  Fun!  Letʼs start learning!”  (Note:  
 3 = 1+2  and also 3 = 2+1). 
  Quick Check:  Write the number 5 on the chalkboard and ask pupils to write a number 
  sentence that equals 5.  For extra points, they may write more than one number 
  sentence.  (1+4=5; 4+1=5; 2+3=5; 3+2=5). 
22  Ask three pupils to stand.  Ask pupils to think of the number.  Next, ask one pupil to be seated.  
 Tell the class that today they will learn how to write a sentence using numbers, to tell about what 
 just happened.  (ie:  3 - 1 = 2),  Letʼs learn! 
  Quick Check:  Ask three pupils to stand.  Have two pupils then sit down.  Ask pupils to 
  write the number sentence for this.    (3-2=1)
Very Short Test (VST) Units 1-3
(Because pupils are able to write numbers 1-5, ask pupils to write their answers in their copy books.)
1. Write these numbers in order            2  5  1  3  4                (1,2,3,4,5)
2. Write two different number sentences:    ___ +  ___ = 5                
3. 4 - 2 =                     (2) 
4. 3 + 1 =                     (4)
5. Write your own number sentence.  (This allows pupils to be creative.)

Unit 4:  Numbers 
(Idea:  Borrow the Numbers 0-25 Flash Card set from Resource Center.  Instructions included, allowing 
for practice with number recognition, sequencing, and adding and subtracting. )
(Idea:  Borrow the Number puzzle from the Resource Center.  Allows practice with simple puzzle pieces, 
number/counting practice.)  

TP   Anticipatory Set 
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                         Quick Check
25 Play “SNAKE”  with counting numbers 1,2,3,4,5 
  Quick Check: “What number is after 4?”
26 Invite one pupil to come to the front of the class and select a flash card from the pile.  The pupil is 
 to then bounce the ball the number of times according to the number on the card.  (Ex:  If the 
 pupil turns over a card with the number “3”, the pupil should bounce the ball three times.)  As the 
 pupil bounces the ball, ask either the class or the pupil to count out loud the number of bounces.  
 This will involve the entire class, as they all count the bounces.  Continue this activity as time 
 allows. (Materials needed:  ball, flash cards.)  (Variations:  Instead of bouncing a ball, pupils could 
 jump up, or spin around, or clap according to the number on the card.)  
  Quick Check:  “What is 5 + 1?”
26 Play “SNAKE” with counting numbers 1,2,3,4,5,6,7.
  Quick Check: “What is 6 + 1?”
27  Play “SNAKE” with counting numbers 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8.
  Quick Check: “What is 7 +1?”
28  Invite a pupil to come to the front of the class.  Instruct the students that they are to count silently 
 the number of times the pupil bounces the ball.  When the pupil has finished, they may raise their 
 hands.  The pupil will select a pupil to guess what the number was.  If correct, the pupil who 
 guessed may be the ball bouncer.  (Continue activity as time allows.)
  Quick Check:  “What is 8 + 1?”
28  Play “SNAKE” with counting numbers 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9.  (Variation: begin at 9 and count down to 
 1.  Or divide class into two even groups, and see which group can “SNAKE” the quickest.)
  Quick Check:  “What number comes after… (say a number)?”
28 “Today weʼre going to be very quiet snakes… counting with ONLY our fingers, not our voices.  
 Letʼs practice first.  Show me with your fingers how many ONE is.  Show me how many TWO is.  
 Show me how many THREE is.  Thatʼs a hard one, isnʼt it?  Show me how many FOUR is.  Now 
 show me how many FIVE is.  Letʼs practice that all in a row. . . ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR, FIVE.  
 Great!  Ready to be very quiet snakes?  Weʼll play “SNAKE” but instead of standing to SAY the 
 number, weʼll stand and SHOW the number with our fingers! “
  Quick Check:  “Show me with your fingers how many …. (select a number 1,2,3,or 4).”
28  “Today weʼre going to be very quiet snakes, again!”  Do the same as the day before, but include 
 6,7,8 and 9.)
  Quick Check:  “Count for me with only your fingers 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9.”
29 Play “TELEGRAPH”
  Quick Check:  “Show (with your fingers) the number I write on the board.”
30  Play “SNAKE”, counting 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9.
  Quick Check: Write the numbers 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 in order.
32 Put several counters (or buttons, or something) in the palm of your hand.  Show this to the whole 
 class, allowing pupils to count how many total you have.  Ask a pupil to tell you how many total 
 you have.  Then, turn around, so that the pupils cannot see what you do next. Place two of the 
 counters into one hand and close it into a fist.  Hold the remaining counters in the palm of the 
 other hand.  Then, turn toward the class, and show them your fist and the open hand.  Ask the 
 pupils, “Whatʼs in my hand?”  (Be sure they do not shout the answer out, but, instead, raise their 
 hand, waiting for you to call on a pupil. This ensures that all pupils get a chance to think through 
 the problem.)  After a pupils has guessed whatʼs in your hand, show the class both hands.  Say 
 out loud how many are in one hand and how many are in the other, and how many that makes 
 total.   
  Quick Check:  What is 3-2?  
33 Line four pupils up at front of the room (as if they will walk out of the room in a row).  Point to one 
 of the four pupils and ask the class if that pupil is BEFORE this other pupil (pointing to another).  
 (For example, if Dennis, Victor, Mary, and Sarah are lined up, ask if Victor is BEFORE Mary.)  “Is 
 this pupil AFTER this pupil?  Is this pupil BEFORE this pupil?”  
  Quick Check:  What comes AFTER 7?
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33  Ask 10 pupils to line up at the front of the room.  Ask the first pupil to hold up 1 finger, the second 
 pupil to hold up two fingers, the third pupil … so on… asking the tenth pupil to hold up ten fingers.  
 Have the class to close their eyes, as you randomly have one of the ten pupils return to his desk.  
 Ask the class to open their eyes and “tell” you what the missing number is by showing you that 
 many fingers.  (For example, if you asked the seventh pupil to return to his desk, the class would 
 raise seven fingers to show that “seven” is the missing number in the line of ten.)  Continue as 
 time allows, replacing the pupil who returned to his desk with a new pupil but same number.
  Quick Check:  What comes AFTER 7?  

Very Short Test (VST) Units 1-4           
     For Questions 1-5, count the dots, and write the answer in WORDS.                                                                                                         
1.  (Draw four dots on the chalkboard.)    
2.  (Draw six dots.)
3.  (Draw eight dots.)
4. (Draw seven dots.)
5. (Draw five dots.)                                                                                                                                      

For questions 6-10, write the WORD that goes with the symbol.
6. (Write “3” on the chalkboard.)
7. (Write “1”)
8. (Write “6”)
9. (Write “9”)
10.(Write “4”)

Individual conferences… ask each pupil to visit you at your desk, and to count 1-9 out loud as they are 
showing you the numbers on their fingers. 

Unit 5:  Addition and Subtraction
(Idea:  Borrow the Crazy Eights Game from Resource Center - instructions included. Or ask visiting teams 
to bring sets of this card game.) 
TP   Anticipatory Set 
                         Quick Check
36 Teach “SKIP COUNT” - Beginning with the “0,”  add two … 2,4,6,8,10.   As you lead SKIP 
 COUNTING, the class will join you in counting (by 2ʼs) to 10.  Repeat many times, as time allows.
  Quick Check:  “What is 1 + 3 =?”
36 Warm up with SKIP COUNT 2,4,6,8,10… 
  Quick Check:  “2 + 3 = ?”
37  Play “ROLL & WRITE”.
  Quick Check: “7 + 2 =?”
37  “If there is time today, after we get our math problems finished, weʼll play “ROLL & WRITE”  as 
 teams!  (This os done by dividing the class into two groups.  As you roll the die, the entire team 
 writes down the numbers, and does the math.  The teacher, on the chalk board,  keeps the 
 running totals of each of the teams, after all the pupils of that team have agreed on the answer.)  
 Play continues as time allows, or until one team reaches a total of 50.
  Quick Check:  “9 + 0 = ?”
38 On a standard die, numbers on opposite sides of the die add up to 7.  (1+6, 2+5, 3+4)   Say to 
 the class, “ I am going to show you an amazing trick!  After today, you will be able to do it too! 
 Without looking, I will be able to tell you what number is on the bottom of the die!  Iʼll need three 
 volunteers.  One pupil will roll the die. One will add the dots on the die and call out the number 
 that is rolled. The third pupil will check the number on the bottom of the die, to see if I am correct.   
 Ready! I am going to close my eyes and turn my back. Roll the die! (After a dramatic pause, as 
 you pretend to think very hard … say the number that is on the bottom… having  subtracted the 
 announced number from 7.  Ask the third pupil if you are correct.)   Amazing!  
 (For example, if the pupil rolls a 2, you simply subtract 2 from 7 to get 5 as your answer.)
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 If time allows, ask for three different volunteers, and do the same procedure.  Youʼll want to, then 
 teach the pupils your “trick”… allowing time for them to practice. Your ʻtrickʼ is this:  each side of 
 the dice has a partner… that when added together makes 7.  For example, 1 + 6 = 7.  On the dice 
 cube, 1 is always opposite a 6.  2 + 5; 3+6 !  Amazing. This is fun practice with addition and 
 subtraction, without really ʻfeelingʼ like a math problem. 
  Quick Check:  Roll a die and say the number on the bottom. 
39 “Letʼs do a very long math problem!  You may use only your fingers and your brain to  do the 
 math.  I will tell you the number, give you time to think, then give you another number.  At the end 
 of the very long math problem, you may raise your hand if you have the answer.  Be careful, 
 though, because I may call on you even if your hand is not raised!  Ready?  …. 2 … plus … 3  
 ….plus 1… = ???  (answer: 6)”   (Keep track of the running total by putting your hands behind 
 your back, and counting on your fingers.  At first, these totals should not be more than 9.)
  Quick Check:  “4 + 2 + 3 = ?”
39  Yesterday we did a very long math problem using only our fingers and our brain.  Today, weʼre 
 going to do an even longer math problem!  (Do the same as yesterday, only have 4 numbers total 
 not more than 9. . . Ex:  3 + 2 + 1 + 1 =?)
  Quick Check:  “3+2+2=?”
40  Weʼve been doing very long math problems with only our fingers and our brain.  Today, would you 
 like to do the the very longest and hardest math problem in all of Kenya!  For this problem, weʼll 
 need to do addition and subtraction!  Ready?   (Keep track of the running total with your fingers 
 behind your back, not more than a total of 9.  This problem may be as long as you would like, but 
 be careful not to “lose” too many pupils.  As they become practiced at this, they will be able to do 
 longer problems.  A variation might be that if a pupil gets the correct answer, he will be the one to 
 create the next problem for the class.)  Ex:  1 + 3 - 2 + 6 = ?    1 - 1 + 4 + 1 - 3 + 5 = ?   
  Quick Check:  “7 - 6 = ?”
42   “Iʼll tell you a secret.  If we know addition, we know subtraction!  In a subtraction problem, they tell 
 you the answer!  WOW!  Iʼll show you. . . ____ + 2 = 5?   We know that 3 + 2 = 5.  The 
 subtraction problem looks like this:  5 - 2 = ___   You see!  The give you the answer first (5), and 
 then you say the addition that goes with it!  WOW!    Thatʼs what weʼre going to do, today!  
  Quick Check:  “7-4 = ?”

Very Short Test  (VST) Units 1-5
Be careful, there are mixed problems of addition and subtraction! 
1.  3+ 5 = 
2. 7 + 1 =
3. 6 + 2 = 
4. 9 - 8 =
5. 7 - 4 =

Unit 6:  Geometry
(Idea:  Borrow the Colors and Shapes Match Game from Resource Center, or have visiting teams bring 
sets of MATCHing games)
TP   Anticipatory Set 
                         Quick Check
45 “Today weʼre going to learn about lines.  There are straight lines (draw a straight line on the 
 chalkboard) and there are curved lines (draw a 
curved line on the chalkboard). Letʼs pretend  weʼre 
straight lines.  (Have pupils stand up.)  Stand up tall and 
straight… like a straight line.  Now  letʼs pretend weʼre 
curved line… make yourself look like a curved line ( ex: bent 
over or slouched  down).”  
  Quick Check:  “Draw a curved line.”
46   THINK-PAIR-SHARE - Have pupils think about 
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something that is round.  Have pupils turn to the pupil next to them (pair), and share the round thing they 
thought of. After a few moments of  sharing, ask for a volunteer or two to share what round things 
their group talked about.
  Quick Check:  “Draw a circle.”
46 “Yesterday we talked about round things. What did we think was round?  (Ask for pupils to share 
 one or two.)  Today weʼll learn about RECTANGLES.  A rectangle looks like this.  (Draw one on 
 the chalk board.)  THINK-PAIR-SHARE … What might be in the shape of a rectangle?  (Ask for a 
 pupil to share what his pair talked about.   Ex:  chalk board, box, book, window...)
  Quick Check:  “Draw a rectangle.”
47 “A TRIANGLE looks like this (draw a triangle on the chalk board).” THINK-PAIR-SHARE - “We 
 have to be very clever today… Have you seen anything in the  shape of a triangle?  (ex:  a 
 kite, a pattern on a shirt, a piece of cake…)
  Quick Check:  Draw a triangle. 
Very Short Test (VST) Units 1-6
1.  Write the numbers 1, ___, ____, _____, __, ____, _____, _____, _____, 9.
2.  Write the number Seven. 
3. Write the word “8”
4. 8 - 5 = 
5. 9 - 1 =
6. 4 + 3 =
7. 7 - 3 = 
8. Draw a circle.
9. Draw a triangle.
10.Draw a curved line. 

Unit 7:  Numbers 
TP   Anticipatory Set 
                         Quick Check
49  “We will learn a new number today!  First, though, letʼs look at our hands.  How many fingers on 
our right hand?  How many fingers on our left hand?  Letʼs count how many we have altogether… 
 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,…. And our new number is TEN!”
  Quick Check:  “What is one more than 9?”
49  Play PING PONG 
  Quick Check: “7 + ? = 10”
50  Show the “What makes Ten?” chart. Explain that 1 + 9 is the same as 9 + 1, as seen on the chart.
  Quick Check:  “? + 4 = 10”
51 “Yesterday, I showed you the “What Makes TEN?” chart.  I have great news.  God made us all 
 with our own “What Makes Ten? chart” !!  Put your hands on your desk with palms 
flat.  This is  our chart!  Our fingers make ten.  … See if you can show 5 + 5.  Can you 
show 4 + 6?   (Experiment with other numbers, remembering that finger dexterity is minimal 
at this age.)”
  Quick Check:  “ Write two numbers that add up to 10.”
51 “During the next few days, we will learn three of  the hardest numbers in all of Kenya!  
These  are very hard to learn, because they donʼt sound or look like any of the numbers 
weʼve learned so  far. Nor do we have that many fingers, so weʼll have to use our 
brain!  Are you ready?  I know  youʼre  ready!  You are all so smart!   Todayʼs new 
number is 11 (eleven).  It is one more than  ten.”
  Quick Check:  “What is one more than 10?” 
51 “Yesterday we learned on of the hardest numbers in all of Kenya.  Do you remember 
what  number it was?  Why did we think it was one of the hardest numbers in all of Kenya?  Today, weʼll 
 learn one of the other of the hardest numbers in all of Kenya.  Are you ready?  That number is 12 
 (twelve).”
  Quick Check:  “Write the number that is one more than 11.”
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51 “We have learned two of the hardest numbers in all of Kenya.  Who can tell me what those two 
 numbers are?  (11, 12)  Today, weʼll learn a new number.  The number is 13.  Thirteen is ten plus 
 how many?  (3) Iʼll tell you a secret.  Thirteen used to be called “three ʻn ten”.  Did you know that 
 “teen” means “plus ten”? It does!  After many years of people saying “three ʻn ten”  it became 
 “threeteen”  then “thirteen”  and thatʼs how we say it now.  Say it with me … thirteen.  The secret 
 is, it really is three ʻn ten  … three and ten!”
  Quick Check:  “What number is 3 + 10?”
51 “What are the three hardest numbers in all of Kenya?  (11, 12, 13)  What do we say they are the 
 hardest of all the numbers in all of Kenya?  What does “teen” mean? (plus ten)   I think weʼre 
 ready for some easy math today.  If we know that “teen” means “plus ten” … what do you think 
 that “four-teen” means?  (14)  And that is our new number!  14.”
  Quick Check:  “What number is 4 + 10?”
52 “Weʼve been learning new numbers.  Letʼs count the numbers we know, so far. 
 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14.   Fourteen is ___ + 10?  (4)  What number do you think we will 
 learn about today?  (15) Fiveteen !”  (This is similar to thirteen, in that the number plus ten doesnʼt 
 sound exactly like the number.  If you have fun with it, pupils will remember it.)
  Quick Check:  “Fifteen is how many plus 10? 
52 “We have learned many new numbers.  Letʼs count.  1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,  11,12,13,14,15. 
Who can guess what our new number is for today? (16 … six plus  10)” 
  Quick Check:  “What is one more than 15?”
52 “Snake” by counting from 1-15. Remember that when the counting gets to 15, the  next 
pupil should begin with the number 1.  Then, “snake” by counting from 1-16.   (Start at the back of the 
 room, coming forward, for a variation, and so the front row  pupils donʼt always say the 
same number.)
  Quick Check:  “What is 7 plus 10?”
52 “Snake” by counting from 1-17.  Then, “snake” by counting from 1-18.  Then,  counting from 
1-19.
  Quick Check:  “Nineteen is ten plus how many?”
Very Short Test (VST) Units 1-7
1. Write numbers 1-5 .

2. Write the numbers 6-10.
3. What comes BEFORE 5?
4. 8 - 5 =
5. Draw a curved line.

6. Draw a circle.
7. Write numbers 11-15.
8. 7 + ?  = 10
9. Count these dots and write the number.  (Teacher: draw 12 dots on the chalk board.)
10.10 + 4 = 

Unit 8: Addition and Subtraction
TP   Anticipatory Set 
                         Quick Check
55 Refresh memory of the class (revise) by “snake counting” from 1-19, slowly at first, then faster.
  Quick Check:  Write on chalk board:  “10 + 7 =”
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55 Warm up: “Iʼm writing a number on the board.  If you know what the number is, close your 
 eyes.”  (write 18) (This is a way to see which pupils know the answer without 
 pressuring those who donʼt know it.)
  Quick Check:  Write:  10 + ____ = 18.  
56 FIND YOUR PARTNER(s) - Tell pupils that you will be giving each of them a 
 number that they must remember.  (Beginning with the first pupil, assign each with a 
 number from 1-9.  Since there  are more than 9 in the class, there will 
 be several of assigned the same number. ) After you have done this, tell 
 them they are to find their partner… Their partner is the one whose 
 number plus their number adds up to 10.   Ask if they remember their 
 number, then say go!  (This may be noisy and hectic, but fun.  Allow 
 them to be in groups of at least two… as long as one number in  the 
 group plus another number in the group = 10.  Ex: pupils whose number 
 is 4 will group with pupils whose number is 6.  There may be one big 
 group of 4ʼs and 6ʼs, or there may be several groups, depending how 
 the pupils group up.)   To check if pupils are with their correct partner(s), 
 have a volunteer from each group tell the class their number, and the 
 number of their partner.  This will reinforce the math facts of “what makes 
 ten.” 
  Quick Check:  “5 + 7 = ?”
56   Warm up: Write a few math addition problems (no answers) randomly on 
 the chalk board, and write the answers to those problems randomly, as 
 well.  Ask for a volunteer to draw a connecting line from one math problem 
 to its answer.  Continue with this, until all problems are  connected to their 
 correct answers.  
 “Do you remember when we learned what “teen” means?  (sixteen = six plus 10)  We are going to 
 learn more about today”

57 Warm up:  Kenyaʼs longest math problem(teacher page 39, above.) “For the next few days, we 
 are going to add, not one, not two, but THREE big numbers together! WOW!  Are you ready?”
  Quick Check:  “5+7+5=?”
57 On the chalk board, draw three lines with addition signs between ( __+__+__)Ask three pupils to 
 come to the front of the class.  Have each pupil roll a die, count the dots, and write that number 
 on the chalk board.  Then, ask the class to put their brains to work, and give the answer.  
  Quick Check:  “7+8+4=”
58 “Today weʼre going to do some ʻchange-a-rooʼ!  Weʼll look at what we know how to do, then 
 change it a bit to learn something new!  Change - a -roo! “  (You will need flash cards for a simple 
 math problem.  Ex: 2,3,5.  Ask three pupils to come forward to hold the flash cards, as you write 
 the math problem on the board (2 + 3 =  __). Have the pupil with the 5 card keep it hidden from 
 the class until later.  Be sure the pupils are arranged in the order of 2,3,5 so the class can see the 
 relation between the pupils and the flash cards.)  “We know how to do this math problem.  Letʼs 
 say it together… 2+3 = .  We know the answer to this!  Yes! 5 (Have the pupil with the 5 card 
 show the card to the class.)  2+3=5!   What if we didnʼt know what this card was (have the pupil 
 with the 3 card put it behind his back).  The problem would be 2+ ? = 5.  We are smart to figure 
 out this … itʼs 3.  Letʼs do change-a-roo.  (Arrange the pupils so that the pupil with the 5 card is 
 first, the 2 card is next and the 3 card is last.  Have the 3 card behind the pupilʼs back, again.)  
 Change-a-roo.  To make 5 total, and we have 2 already, what is our missing number?  YES! 3.  
 (Put the 3 card behind the pupilʼs back, again.)  What if I asked you a different sort of question…. 
 It we have 5 bananas, and took 2 away, how many would we have?   Yes!  3!  (Ask the pupils to 
 return to their seats.)  Thatʼs why math is so fun.  With the same numbers we can do addition 
 problems AND subtraction problems!  Change-a-roo!”  (Write 5-2=3 on the board.)
  Quick Check:  “12-5= ?”
58 “Yesterday we learned to “take away”.  Who would like to refresh my memory, and explain it to 
 me?”  (Sometimes itʼs fun to pretend you, as a teacher, forgot how to do something, so the class 
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 2  +   7  =  9
12 +   7  = 19 

 2  +   7  =  9
12 +   7  = 19 
22 +   7  = 29

 9   -  7 =    2
19  - 7 =   12
29  - 7 =   22
39  - 7 =  __2

 1  -   9
10 - 19
20 - 29 



 can help re-teach the concept.  As a pupil explains to you and the class what take away means, 
 this will give you a chance to assess how well the class understands the concept.  It will also 
 revise, in their minds, what the class did the day before.)
  Quick Check:  “18 - 7 = ?”
59 Warm up:  Addition practice with dice.  Roll a die, call out the number, then roll it again, calling out 
 the second number.  Pupils will add the two numbers (preferably in their heads or using their 
 fingers), and raise their hand when they know the answer.
  Quick Check:  “13 take away 6 =?”
60   “Today weʼll learn about “Fact Families” … numbers that go together  through addition and 
subtraction.”  (Draw a big triangle on the chalk  board, with 5, 3, 2 in the corners.  Beside it, write 2+3=5, 
3+2=5, 5-3=2,  5-2=3.)   This is a fact family.  They go together.  You can add the 2 and  the 3 to get 5, 
you can take 3 away from 5 to get 2.  Do you see how  they go together? There are many fact families.  
(Draw another  triangle on the board, and put a 7 in one corner.  Ask the class what  other numbers 
might belong to that fact family.  (ex: 3,4).”  (The whole  idea with fact families is that pupils understand 
the concept of addition and subtraction being  related, not two separate operations.)
  Quick Check:  “Give an example of a fact family.” (Any three numbers will do, as long as 
when two of them are added together, it equals the third.)
61 “Letʼs warm up our brains, today, by creating  “Fact Families”. (Draw a triangle on the board and 
 allow pupils to fill in the numbers on the corners.)
  Quick Check:  “13+5=?”  
61 (Draw a large triangle on the board. Ask a pupil to come forward and roll the die, and write the 
 number that is rolled in one corner of the triangle.  Ask another pupil to come forward and roll the 
 die, and write that number in another corner of the triangle.  Then, ask the class what number 
 could go in the third corner… to create a fact family.  Be aware that there will be two correct 
 answers… the sum of the first two numbers AND the difference between the first two numbers.  
 Talk about both being correct.)
  Quick Check:  “12-5 =?”
Very Short Test (VST)  Units 1-8
1. Write the word 4. 
2. Write the word 8.
3. Write the word 6.
4. Write the numbers 1-10. 
5. Write the numbers 11-20
6. 17 - 6 =
7. 11+6=
8. 10+8=
9. 15-9=
10.Tell me a Fact Family.

Unit 9:  Numbers, Addition and Subtraction
TP   Anticipatory Set 
                         Quick Check
64  Warm up with Skip Counting by 10s from 10 -90. Repeat several times, if time allows.
  Quick Check:  “Count by 10ʼs from 10 to 90.”
64 Warm up with Skip Counting by 10ʼs from 10 - 90.  For fun, “Snake” … the first pupil says “10” the 
 next says “20”  etc.  Up to “90”  and beginning again with “10”….
  Quick Check:  “How many bundles of 10 are in 40?”
64 Warm up:  “How many bundles of 10 are in 30?  How many bundles of 10 are in 50?”  (Continue, 
 as time allows, having different pupils ask the class these “how many bundles…” questions.)
  Quick Check:  “How many bundles of 10 are in 60?”
65  (Have ready:  a pile of 10 sticks and a bundle of sticks.)  “You look like a very sharp class.  Which 
 do you think will be easier for me to count… this bundle of sticks, or this pile of sticks?     
 This is why we bundle.  So it is easier to count.”
  Quick Check:  “20 + 30 =?”
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65 Warm up by “SNAKE” Skip counting from 10 to 90.  
  Quick Check:  “40 + 10 = ?”
66  Warm up by Skip Counting from 90 to 10!  90,80,70,60,50… 
  Quick Check:  “40 - 20 = ?”

Very Short Test (VST) Units 1-9
1. What is one more than 12?
2. Draw eight dots.
3. Draw a circle.
4. 7 + 11 = 
5. 16 - 8 = 
6. 7 + 9 = 
7. 10 + 70 = 
8. 50 + 20 = 
9. 90 - 40 = 
10.80 - 30 = 

Unit 10:  Numbers, Addition and Subtraction
TP   Anticipatory Set 
                         Quick Check
69 “We already know numbers 1-9!  We also know numbers 11 - 10!  Today weʼre going to learn 
 about numbers 20 - 29.  (Write these on the chalk board.)  Do you notice a pattern?”
  Quick Check: “Count from 20 - 29.”
69  “Yesterday we looked at numbers 1 - 9 and 10 - 19 and 20 - 29.  What numbers might come 
 next?”
  Quick Check: “Count from 30 - 39.”
69  (If you have access to a 100ʼs chart (teacher page 132, student page 57), show the class the 
 patterns … that each row involves 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9. Etc.  Ask pupils what others patterns they 
 notice.) 
  Quick Check:  “Count from 40 - 49.”
69  “Snake” counting from 1- 50.  Then, “snake” counting from 1 - 99.  
  Quick Check:  “Count from 71 - 79.”
70  (Activities on teacher page 70.)
  Quick Check:  “What number comes after 14?”
71 (Draw on the chalk board a long rectangle with nine squares. Ask a pupil to come to the front of 
 the room as your helper. Have ready about 15 sticks and a piece of string.)  “I have these 
 counting sticks. As we count, today, Iʼll have my helper put a mark in each box, to help us keep 
 track of how many we have. (As you and the class count , have your helper put an “x” in a 
 square.  (Ex: 1,2,3,4… should look like  this:)
 Continue counting until you reach “9”… be sure the class notices that all the squares are full.  
 Then, ask what the next number is…. 10.  “Oh!  What will we do?  We have no more room.  Letʼs 
 bundle them up.”  (As you bundle the ten sticks, make one big x outside to rectangle to signify the 
 bundle of tens, and erase the marks in the squares.” Now we have one bundle of 10, and … how 
 many marks in the box?  None… because they are all in the bundle.  (This seems like a long 
 process, but itʼs important for pupils to SEE as well as hear what happens when we are using 
 ones and tens.) 
 (If you have access to a counting abacus, this may be a better visual to use.)
  Quick Check:  “31 is _____ tens _____ ones?”
71   “On our hands, we can count from 1 to 10.  Letʼs count… 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 10…. When we get to 
10, we have a full hand, so we …………………………….But we need a  friend to help us count higher 
than that. “ 
  Quick Check:  “ 49 is _____ tens _____ ones?”
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73 “Weʼve noticed many patterns in math.  (Ex:  on hundreds chart)  Today  weʼll learn about 
 another pattern.  Are you ready?”
  Quick Check:  “14 + 3 = “
73  “Who can tell the class what we learned in maths yesterday?”
73  “Math is MARVELOUS!  Weʼve been looking at patterns, and figuring out very hard problems.  
 Today, we will learn even more.  Are you ready?” 
  Quick Check:  “34+3 =”                            (37)
75   “Iʼm thinking of a number.    ___  tens ___ ones.       Here are the choices to put in:  2, 5.  What 
 number do you think it is?  (either 2 tens 5 ones or 5 tens and 2 ones. Encourage pupils think of 
 both possibilities.)  Which number is larger 25 or 52.  How do we know?” 
  Quick Check:  “How many tens in 49?”
76  “Letʼs play a game.  I have flash cards here.  I will choose two numbers.  (pick any two and show 
 them to the class).  Letʼs make the largest number we can, using these two numbers.  Which 
 should be the tens to make this the largest number?   Which one should be in the ones?”
  Quick Check:  “22+33 = ? “              (55)
77   (Activity on teacher page 77.)
  Quick Check:  “36 - 3 =?”                (33)

Very Short Test (VST) Units 1 - 10
1. What is eight - four? 
2. Draw a straight line.
3. Draw a triangle.
4. Draw 19 dots.
5. 10, 20, ___,___,___,60,___,___,___
6. 82 = ____ tens  ____ ones
7. 5 + 60 =
8. 65 + 4 = 
9. 28 - 3 = 
10. What number might be missing from this Fact Family:  5    8  ?   

Unit 11:  Measurements
TP   Anticipatory Set 
                         Quick Check
79 Hold up two pencils of different length.  Ask the class which of them has is more pencil. “Another 
 word for ʻmoreʼ is ʻlongerʼ.  If this pencil is longer than this one, what might we call the other one?  
 (shorter) . . . More or less, longer or shorter! Thatʼs what weʼll learn about, today.”
  Quick Check:  (Hold up two pencils.  Which is longer?)
79 THINK-PAIR-SHARE - “Think about all the things weʼve learned so far about math and numbers.  
 Turn to your neighbor and share about something you know about numbers and math. (Allow a 
 moment for sharing.)  One thing we know are the word ʻmoreʼ and ʻlessʼ. We know that 5 is more 
 than 3.  We know that 1 is less than 10.  For  the next few days weʼll learn some new ways of 
 saying ʻmoreʼ and ʻlessʼ.   Ready?”  
  Quick Check:  (Draw two lines on the chalk board.  Ask which line is shorter.)
79   Have pupils measure their arm against their neighborʼs arm to determine which is longer.  Have 
 pupils measure their thumbs against their neighborʼs thumb to determine which one is shorter. 
  Quick Check:  (Hold your arm out.  Ask pupils whose arm is shorter, their arm or yours.)
80   Ask a pupil from another class or a teacher to come into the classroom.  Stand back to back to 
 measure who has more height.  This will introduce the words  taller and shorter. 
  Quick Check:  Ask if you are taller or shorter than ____ (name the one who visited the 
  classroom earlier).
80  Ask the pupils to measure their height against others in the class.  After a few minutes, ask 
 several pupils what they found out, encouraging them to use the words taller or shorter or same.
  Quick Check:  Ask pupils to give an example of something or someone who is taller than 
  they are. 
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81 “Today we are going to measure with our hands and with our feet!  Letʼs have fun!” (Remember, 
 one purpose of an anticipatory activity or set is to grab the interest of the pupils.  Measuring with 
 hands and feet sounds like fun, and should grab their attention, donʼt you think.)
81 “Weʼll be measuring things, again today.  I need some of you to be ʻfeet peopleʼ… to measure 
 with your feet, and some of you to be ʻarm peopleʼ … to measure with your arms.  After a while, 
 Iʼll ask you  what you found out. Ready?”  (At the end of todayʼs lesson, be sure to ask the class 
 that they have learned.)
82   “Letʼs take a minute to see what weʼve learned so far.  (Write ʻMOREʼ and ʻLESSʼ on the chalk 
 board.)  What are ways weʼve learned to say ʻMOREʼ?  (taller, longer)  What is another way to 
 say ʻLESSʼ? (shorter)  Today weʼll learn other ways that mean more and less. (more and less 
 weight). If possible, keep this list on the chalk board for a few days. 
  At the end of the lesson, give the pupils this ʻassignmentʼ:  Tell them that tomorrow, you 
 will ask them to tell you two things that are heavier than a book (or select an object).
 At the beginning of the next dayʼs lesson, ask pupils to share what they have found is heavier. 
83 “ Weʼve been learning about ways to say more and less.  What might we say about something 
 that has more size than something else?  (For example, your shoe has more size than a pupilʼs 
 shoe).  We might say that it is larger.  Today, weʼll learn about things that are larger, and things 
 that are smaller.”
83  Borrow two containers of different size from the kitchen, or bring two containers from home. 
 (Teacher page 83 activities)
  Quick Check:  Hold up the two containers and ask which is larger. 
84-85  Talk and plan with another teacher ways to teach about coins and shopping activities.  Is it 
 possible to visit a kiosk/shop near the centre?  Do you know a shop keeper or business person 
 who might visit your classroom?  
87 Have the class sing “In the morning I will praise You, in the noontime I will praise You, I will praise 
 You all the time.”  
  Quick Check:  “What is one thing you do in the morning?”
88 (Please note:  teaching the days of the week is best talked about briefly EVERY DAY through out 
 the school year, not for just one lesson.  An idea for this is to write the day of the week in the 
 upper corner of the chalkboard, and refer to the day of the week each day.  For example, you 
 might say, “Good morning class, how are you this fine Friday?”  or “Today is Thursday, a good 
 day to learn about math!”  or “Hello class, itʼs another wonderful Wednesday.” )
Very Short Test (VST) Units 1-11
1. Name something round.
2. 3 + 1 =                    (4)
3. Write two different number sentences:    ___ +  ___ = 5                
4. 4 - 2 =                     (2)
5. For Questions 5-7, count the dots, and write the answer in WORDS.     (Draw six dots on the 

chalkboard.)                                                                                                   
6.  (Draw four dots on the chalkboard.)    
7.  (Draw eight dots.)                                                                                                                                     

For questions 9-11, write the WORD that goes with the symbol.
8. (Write “3” on the chalkboard.)
9. (Write “6”)
10.(Write “9”)
11. Write the numbers 11-20
12.10, 20, ___,___,___,60,___,___,___
13.82 = ____ tens  ____ ones
14.65 + 4 = 
15.28 - 3 =

Games/ Activities
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1.  I Spy  - a guessing game played with young children, partly to assist in both observation and in 
alphabet familiarity. One person starts by choosing an object (a cow, for example) and says "I spy 
something beginning with C." The other players look around and suggest things it might be: "Crow" (no), 
"Car" (no), "Cloud" (no), "Cow" - yes. The person who guesses correctly often gets to choose the next 
object, saying, “I spy…”. 
This game can be played as a math game, choosing objects of a certain shape, color, number, etc.  One 
person chooses a round object (for example), and says, “I spy something round.”  
Objects for I Spy might be on a page of the math book or inside the room.  If time allows, take the pupils 
on a short walk outside the classroom.  (Colors, shapes, same, big, large, beginning with a certain 
letter...etc).  An alternative to I Spy is I Am Thinking Of… (allowing for naming of things that are outside 
the classroom, not immediately visible.)

2.  SNAKE  -  (Also called “Whip Around”) This pupil response strategy gets its name from how the pupils 
follow one another in giving their answers.  For instance, if the class is practicing counting from 1 to 10, 
the first pupil (usually one in the front row, on the far right) will stand and say “1” and then sit down. The 
pupil immediately beside that student will stand, say “2” and then sit down, and the next pupil will say 
“3”  … continuing until the end of the row. The pupil behind the last pupil will continue  with the next 
response.  Pupils continue, as the counting “snakes” through the room, until the last pupil in the last 
row has had a chance to have their say.  (Note:  In the case of counting 1 to 10, once “10” is said, the 
next pupil will begin the counting again, saying “1”.)    This activity works great for a quick practice of 
counting numbers, mathematic facts, skip counting, Bible verse etc.)  As the pupils become more 
familiar with this activity, as well as the topic, it is fun to see how fast the class can “snake” through the 
entire class.  

3. Think-Pair-Share is a cooperative discussion strategy. It gets its name from the three stages of 
student action, with emphasis on what students are to be DOING at each of those stages.  Think. The 
teacher provokes students' thinking with a question or prompt or observation. The students should take 
a few moments (probably not minutes) just to THINK about the question or topic. Pair. Using 
designated partners, nearby neighbors, or a desk mate, students PAIR up to talk about the answer 
each came up with. They compare their mental or written notes and identify the answers they think are 
best, most convincing, or most unique.  Share. After students talk in pairs for a few moments (again, 
usually not minutes), the teacher calls for pairs to SHARE their thinking with the rest of the class. She 
can do this by going around in round-robin fashion, calling on each pair; or she can take answers as 
they are called out (or as hands are raised). Often, the teacher or a designated helper will record these 
responses on the board or on the overhead.

4. Skip Counting is counting by a number that is not 1
 Example: Skip Count by 2 like this:    2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, …
           Example: Skip Count by 3 like this:    3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27 …
 Skip Count helps count many things quickly and learn multiplication facts.  SKIP COUNT is a 
 great activity to use a quick warm up, or while lining up, or while walking to recess, or while 
 waiting in line, etc.   It is adaptable to any level of mathematics.  The beginning levels help pupils 
 learn multiplication (repeated subtraction).  As pupils practice, the counting can continue up to 
 100 and higher.  More advanced SKIP COUNT can begin with any number, adding or subtracting, 
 multiplying or dividing any number.  Pupils become skilled in mental math.  (Try skip counting by 
 2ʼs up to 10, then up to 20, then up to 100 and beyond.  Next, try skip counting by 10ʼs; by 5ʼs;  by 
 3ʼs; by 4ʼs; etc.  Older pupils  try  skip counting by 3ʼs beginning at 2, for example, or skip 
 counting by 3ʼs beginning at 100 counting down  100, 97, 94, 91, 89....  Be creative! )                                

5. DICE addition is a good activity for two pupils, a small group of pupils, or an entire class.  With a pair            
 of dice, one pupil will roll the dice, then count say aloud what are the numbers on each dice.  The 
 pupil will then ADD those two numbers, and say aloud the correct sum.  If correct, the pupil may 
 “keep” the points, adding them to a running total.  If incorrect, the pupil does not get to “keep” 
 those points, and passes the dice to the other pupil.  Pupils continue in this way, adding the 
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 points they “keep” to a total.  The first pupil that accumulates 100 points wins.  (Variations: Roll 
 the dice what number comes after, before ? What number is ten more, ten less? Read and write 
 the numbers of the numbers on the dice. What is another way to show the number using 
 pictureʼs? Select a number and roll the dice to see if you can meet that target number. Is the 
 number even or odd? What is a mathematical sentence (equation) that you can write for the 
 number(s) rolled? Using 3 dice, add the numbers on the first two dice rolled, and subtract the 
 number on the third.)                                                                                                                         
6.  Telegraph is an activity that helps pupils understand that saying a number, writing a number, 
showing a number with counters, and using fingers to show how many… are all related to each other. 
Itʼs a good, quiet activity. One pupil writes a number on the board (or selects a flash card), not showing 
anyone EXCEPT the “telegrapher” who relays the number to the class by holding up that many 
fingers.  The pupil who wrote the number on the board (or drew the flash card) then selects a pupil 
from the class to say the number they think is the secret number.  If correct, that pupil from the class 
becomes the writer, and another pupil becomes the telegrapher.  (Variation:  One pupil writes the 
number, the telegrapher holds up that many fingers, another pupil counts out that many counters, a 
final pupil says the number.)                                                                                                                    
7. ALL GONE is a good activity to practice numbers, and may be played with two pupils, in a small 
group, or as a whole class.  Pupils need 10 counters each (or 10 counters per team) and 1 die.  Pupils 
take turns rolling the die and taking away that many counters (by sliding them to a different pile.  Each 
pupil takes turns, until one of them has taken off all their counters.  They then say, “all gone!”  (To 
make it a bit more difficult, pupils can only remove exactly what they roll on the die… so, for example, 
if they have 1 counter left, they must roll a 1 to end.)                                                                              
8.  ROLL & WRITE can be played for practice with either addition or subtraction.  It can be used as an 
activity for two pupils, a small group of pupils, or as a whole class activity. Pupils roll a die, count the 
dots, then write the number on their paper.  They, then roll the die again, count the dots and write the 
number on their paper next to the first number, putting a “+” (or a “-”, if practicing subtraction) in 
between the two numbers.  The pupil then completes the math problem with the correct answer.  It 
then becomes the next playerʼs turn. Play continues, pupils add each answer to their previous score. 
The game ends when a player(s) total reaches 50.                                                                                      
9. PING PONG - Start by saying “ping”, and have the pupils say “pong.”  Repeat this several times.  
Then, tell the class that you will change to numbers that add up to ten.  (Ex: 2 , 8  or 4, 6).  You say “2” 
and have the class say “8”.  (If the class has trouble with this, write the ways to make ten on the 
chalkboard (1 + 9, 2 + 8, 3 + 7, 4 + 6, 5 + 5…), then erase these when they are practiced.  This is a 
fun activity, and is useful for reviewing these basic facts.  Variation:  Allow a pupil to be the “ping” to 
call out numbers for the classʼs “pong”.   Also may be used with other math facts (ex:  what makes 
15?).                                                                                                                                                          
10. BEAN BAG TOSS - use a bean bags, small balls, or any small objects. Draw a grid of 4 or 6 
squares, using chalk on the floor OR draw out the grid in the dirt on the play ground OR use several 
boxes or cans.  Mark each square (or box or can) with a different number 0-9. Players take turns 
tossing the bean bags onto the grid.  The squares in which the bean bags land are the numbers for 
the pupil to add together to create their score for that round.  The next player then tosses the bean 
bags and does the same.  (This is a great activity for practicing addition.  The game ends when with 
the first to score a total of 50 points.  There are many variations to this game.  This can be a game for 
two people, small groups, or whole class (teams).  It can be made more challenging, by using larger 
numbers on the grid for practice.  Three bean bags can be used, for addition of three numbers.  Be 
creative!)                                                                                                                                                
11. Longest Math Problem in all of Kenya! Is a mental math activity that requires no materials.  The 
teacher calls a number and an operation, then another number, pausing for pupils to think and 
process.  The teacher continues, by calling another number and another operation, as pupils calculate 
mentally each new answer.  (Example, 2 + 7 (pause), - 3 (pause), x 4 (pause)….)  Until  the teacher 
says… “equals”, at which time, pupils raise their hand to share what answer they have.)                   
Pupils may use their your fingers to do the math and/or help them keep track of the totals.  “I will tell 
you the number, give you time to think, then give you another number.  At the end  of the very long 
math problem, you may raise your hand if you have the answer.  Be careful, though, because I may 
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call on you even if your hand is not raised!  Ready?  …. 2 … plus … 3   ….plus 1… = ???  (6)”                                                                                                                                                          
Keep track of the running total by putting your hands behind your back, and counting on your fingers.  
At first, these totals should not be more than 9.)As pupils  become more comfortable with this mental 
math activity, extend the length of the problem, having them add 4 or 5 numbers.  Use addition and 
subtraction in problems for further difficulty.                                                                                           
For upper grades, multiplication and division may be used as operations as well. This may require the 
teacher to create the problems before class, to ensure ease of divisibility.  For added difficulty and 
further practice, 2-digit and 3-digit numbers may be used, as well as fractions, decimals, and positive/
negative numbers.  This is a mental math activity that is great for all ages.

(Please note:  when referring to a pupil with a pronoun, “he” is used.  This is for simplicity only. “He” may 
refer to both boys and girls, showing no preference to either.)
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